Data sheet 102005
Accessories of special worktable
Universal trolleys for Standard parts and Assembling Ø28
Assembling and welding work often require a variety of small standard items which should be hold available close at the place of operation. Mobile and flexible assembling
trolleys provide an ideal solution with its capabilty to hook in multiple sizes of stock boxes as well as provide the opportunity to assemble a tooling carriage board on ist top.
The selection of needed standard parts and tools can be arranged direct at the storeroom prior work. After completion of the individual task the trolley can be emptied and
become rearranged as needed for the next task.
The modular TEMPUTEC trolleys can be modified individally and are offered in two standard versions as Standard Parts Trolley and Assembling Trolley. The full metallic
constructions in standard are zink coated but also available in individual colors upon request. For ideal positioning at the workstation all trolleys are kept movable by while
based on 4 turnable wheels. Additional information can be reviewed at www.temputec.de

Image A: Assembling Trolley with tool carriage board, equiped with stock boxes by user

Image

Type-No.: 102005 Standard parts trolley Ø28

24,5 kg

Type-No.: 102006 Assembling trolley Ø28

34,5 kg

Bild B: Standard Parts Trolley, equiped with stock boxes by user

Description
Standart parts trolley Ø28
Type-No.: 102005
Demisions: LxWxH: (1080x630x900)mm
Weight: 34,5kg
Surface: zink coatet (standard)
Practical and movable trolley to make available screws, nuts and smaller items close to
workstations. Fully movable with 4 turnable wheels. Due to its modularity the trolley can
be modified to adapt various box sizes as well can be upgraded to a full assembling
trolley. Stock boxes must be ordered separately.

Assembling trolley Ø28
Type-No.: 102006
Demisions: LxWxH: (1080x630x900)mm
Weight: 24,5kg
Surface: zink coatet (standard)
Combined parts and tool trolley which can carry up to 40 stock boxes as well as provide
proper storage options for multiple assembling tools. Fully movable with 4 turnable
wheels. 1 tool board included but stock boxes must be ordered separately.

Storrage box
Type-No.: 109001 small,
Type-No.: 109002 large
Demisions: LxBxH: (215x150x130)mm small, (320x210x150)mm large
Weight: 0,3kg small, 0,5kg large
Material: Polypropylene (PP)
Colour: red
24 pcs. needed for upper stock box traverses
16 pcs. needed for bottom stock box traverses
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